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Blu is the pseudonym of an Italian artist who conceals his real identity. He was born in
Senigallia. He lives in Bologna and has been active in street art since His early career involved
the practice of shared artistic actions. Artists such as Dem, Sweza, Run and, above all,
Ericailcane , [1] were his companions during nocturnal raids where an anonymous creative
participation overcame the need of signing their pieces. Also, during those years, Blu started
experimenting with digital animation, and he created short interactive video clips that were used
as a visual contribution to the live musical performances of the collective OK NO. The
collaboration with Ericailcane had its best results from to The two personalities complemented
each other; while Blu was painting his characteristic human figures Ericailcane made his typical
animals. The two artists, friends in real life, continue to work together, although less often.
Starting in , some art galleries noticed Blu's artistic value and invited him to take part in both
one-man and collective shows. Yet Blu, throughout his entire youthful career, attempted to limit
his presence within the official art world, preferring other kinds of territories. Since his major
pieces outside of his videos have been immovable murals, the survey below of Blu's work is
geographical rather than chronological. His nomadic spirit reached its peak in From the end of
that year Blu spent most of his time jumping around in self-guided travels, linking his itineraries
to the festivals to which he was invited. At that time he collaborated with Ericailcane and several
artists from Costa Rica , Nicaragua , Guatemala , and Honduras in a festival in Managua called
"Murales de Octubre. He was followed during the trip by filmmaker Lorenzo Fonda , who
documented the experience and turned it into the documentary film Megunica , for which Blu
created a series of animated segments using digital software. The film also includes the first
documented painted stop-motion animation by Blu. On that occasion he came up with a new
interpretation of the " Christ of Corcovado " of Rio de Janeiro. In Blu's version Christ is literally
submerged by tons of guns and rifles. From the Fall of to the Spring of , he lived in Buenos
Aires, devoting all his efforts to the creation of a video called Muto [6] Silent. In addition to
receiving many international awards, such as the Grand Prix from the Festival of
Clermont-Ferrand , [7] "Muto" has been seen by 12 million-plus viewers on YouTube. It is also
available in high definition on Blu's website under the Creative Commons license. In this huge
mural Blu seems to reinterpret the history of South America, a continent that has been violated
by both ancient and modern conquistadores. After being invited by the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles to paint an exterior wall of the museum for its "Art in the Street"
exhibition, its director Jeffrey Deitch ordered the resulting mural to be whitewashed the day
after it was finished, probably due to its political content. The mural represented two rows of
coffins each draped with a one dollar bill in place of the American flag. In , Santa's Ghetto, [11] a
London-based art collective which organizes annual happenings of painting performances and
print trade fairs, invited Blu to a festival that took place in the West Bank. In Blu was invited to
Vienna to paint a mural at the Danube River harbour near Albern in the city district of
Simmering. First suggested in as one possibility for the expansion of Vienna's harbour
facilities, Albern was selected for realisation by the German Reich Ministry of Transport
Reichsverkehrsministerium in , a year after the " Anschluss " of Austria to Nazi Germany. The
project was to serve as a logistic node of a future geo - and biopolitical order, designated for the
transshipment of grain from the annexed or economically colonized regions of eastern and
south-eastern Europe to the heartlands of the German Reich. For the construction of the
harbour basin and its five granaries between and the Nazi regime employed forced labour.
Realized on one of the granaries, Blu's mural called upon the overdue historical and social
commemoration of the place's charged history and the unknown fates of the forced labourers
who built it. The commissioned piece was destroyed in autumn in the course of renovation
works. In , Blu went to London for the first time where he made many pieces around Camden
Town and Willow Street, and at the former headquarters of art-gallery website Pictures on Walls.
Thanks to his participation in several of the festivals "Backjump" [25] and "Planetprozess," [26]
he had the opportunity to create some of his works, one of which was painted in combination
with gigantic photos by the French artist JR. In , during one of these trips, Blu made his first
digital animation from images painted directly on a wall, a technique that would be a recurrent
theme of many of his future videos such as "Muto. Italy, above any other country, can boast of
having the majority of Blu's graffiti, both illegal and legal. Blu has also taken part in many
editions of the festival "Icone [30] " in Modena and in Ancona 's "Festival Pop Up" in where he
painted along with Ericailcane a gigantic silos next to the harbor waterfront. In Bologna there
were most of his first works because of his studies in the city's University. In he deleted all
murals painted in Bologna due to the decision taken by the municipality who made an exhibition
trying to profit from Blu's graffiti without his permission. Blu has also painted in several " Centri
Sociali ", places that are between squats and self-managed cultural centers. Blu has frequently
visited Spain. At the festival "Segundo Asalto" in Zaragoza , he, along with the artists San,

Eltono , [33] Nuria, [34] and Nano, painted a mural of a colossal minotaur picking up an
astonished man. Blu's murals can also be found in Valencia , Linares , Madrid and Barcelona.
The list of the places where Blu has left his trace is as long as his collection of sketchbooks
which contain sketches, thoughts or simply visual notes. Often these drawings function as a
script for his improvisations on walls. His graphic mania is directly proportional to the epic
scale of his murals. His paintings seem to interpret the architectural language of public spaces
and reinvent them into new shapes. Thus, his murals are never detached from the places where
they were conceived because Blu is a painter in the landscape, urban or industrial. He always
tries to communicate with the society which inhabits those spaces, searching for the
uniqueness of each place. Besides drawing and painting, the technical universe of Blu is
completed by a skillful use of the digital medium. Proof of that can be seen in his website where
his manual craftsmanship is combined with computer programming language. The recurring
themes of his imagery play on the distortion of the human figure. He speaks a pop vocabulary
which resembles the automatic writing process of the surrealist tradition with purely rhetorical
processes. In short, Blu's artistic practice has contributed to a radical change in the art market.
His murals and his videos are given for free to the public space of the cities and on the World
Wide Web. His income comes from the sale of multiples, like silkscreen prints , in those few
galleries which represent him, or through the sale of self-made editions. The works of Blu
appear abrupt because they are derived from the free creativity of an artist who has decided to
occupy a position outside the sheltered field of art. As magically as they appear they can
disappear, sometimes covered by other paintings by Blu himself, sometimes ruined by time and
weather, but mostly erased by the authorities in the name of tidiness. Blu's aesthetic search is
motivated by a belief in an open source philosophy, [37] persistent in its anarchical revolt
against contemporary art conventions and unique in beauty. From Wikipedia, the free
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